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Windows 2000 Disk Quotas

Avery wise colleague once said, "All
available disk space will eventually be

consumed by the end users." During my
career as a network administrator, I found
this statement to be painfully true. I would
implement a new file server and several
months later, I would be forced to install
additional disk drives to support the insatiable
disk storage demands of the network users.
Fortunately, Windows 2000 has an integrated
mechanism to help solve the storage
demand problem by tracking and limiting
the disk space usage of your users. This
mechanism is Disk Quotas.

Windows 2000 Disk Quotas are imple-
mented on a volume basis. The Windows
2000 volume must be formatted with NTFS
to enable Disk Quotas. Disk Quotas track
each users' disk space usage on the NTFS
volume and can deny access to additional
disk space if a user has consumed his or her
allotted quota. Disk Quotas use the file
ownership field to calculate the amount of
disk space consumed by each user. For
example, a user can have files residing
within several shares and directories within
a single NTFS volume and Disk Quotas

will add up all of the space consumed by
the files that are "owned" by the user.

The Windows 2000 Disk Quotas feature
is very flexible and gives you several
monitoring, administrative and enforcement
options. For example, you can direct Disk
Quotas to:

● warn a user when they are nearing their
disk quota

● deny access to additional disk
space when a user's disk quota
has been exceeded

● log messages in the Event Log when a
user is nearing his disk quota limit

● log messages in the Event Log when a
user exceeds his disk quota

● view reports on users' disk space usage
● be administered on a global or individ-

ual user level

This month, I will examine how to imple-
ment, administer and monitor Windows
2000 Disk Quotas.

ENABLING DISK QUOTAS

You must perform the following steps to
enable Windows 2000 Disk Quotas:

1. Click on Start > Programs >
Administrative Tools > Computer
Management > Disk Management.
The screen shown in Figure 1 will
be displayed.

2. Right-click on the NTFS volume on
which you wish to enable Disk
Quotas. Click on "Properties".

3. Click on the "Quotas" tab and
the screen shown in Figure 2 will
be displayed.

The Windows 2000
Disk Quotas feature

is an excellent
tool for network

administrators to use
to monitor and

manage disk storage.

FIGURE 1: DISK QUOTAS ARE ENABLED VIA THE COMPUTER MANAGEMENT APPLICATION 
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Note: If you are not a member of the
Administrators group on the local computer,
the "Quota" tab will not be displayed.

4. From the panel shown in Figure 2,
you can specify the global disk space
limits and the warning level. You can
also specify whether to log event
messages when either the disk quota
limit or the warning level is exceeded.
If you click on the "Deny disk space
to users exceeding quota limit" box, the
disk quotas will be enforced and users
who exceed their disk quota limit will
receive an out of disk space message.

VIEWING DISK QUOTA REPORTS

Before you actually begin enforcing Disk
Quotas, you should review the Disk Quotas
report. This report will show you how much
disk space each of your end users is currently
utilizing. By reviewing this report before
enforcing disk quota limits, you can get a
feel for how high you should set your disk
space limits and warning levels.

To view the Disk Quota report, you must
enable Disk Quotas as described in the pre-
vious section. Remember, as long as you do
not check the "Deny disk space to users
exceeding quota limit" box, you can enable
the Windows 2000 Disk Quota tracking
mechanisms without affecting your users.
From the panel shown in Figure 2, click on
the "Quota Entries" box and the screen
shown in Figure 3 will be displayed.

Notice in Figure 3 that all of the users are
listed as well as how much disk space they
are consuming. You can sort this report in
any order you wish using the View pull-
down menu. You can also export the data
contained in the report to a spreadsheet or
database application.

ADMINISTERING DISK QUOTAS

All of the administration tasks that you
have performed so far affect all users of the
NTFS volume for which Disk Quotas was
implemented. You can also modify the disk
quotas for individual users. This is useful
when most of your users require a small
amount of disk space, but a few of these
users require additional space. You can
modify the disk quotas for these users
individually, granting them access to more
disk space. To change the disk quota for an
individual user, double-click on the user's
entry from the screen shown in Figure 3.
This will bring up the screen shown in
Figure 4. You can then modify the disk quota
and warning level for the selected user.

CONCLUSION

The use of Windows 2000 Disk Quotas
does place additional overhead on your file
server. If this additional overhead adversely
effects the performance of your server, you
can still use Disk Quotas to periodically
produce disk space usage reports. To produce
reports, simply enable Disk Quotas without
checking the box to deny access for users
over their allocated quota, and click on
"Quota Entries" to produce the report
shown in Figure 3. After reviewing or
exporting the data contained in the report,
you can disable Disk Quotas.

The Windows 2000 Disk Quotas feature
is an excellent tool for network administrators
to use to monitor and manage disk storage.
The only drawback I have found with Disk
Quotas is that it must be implemented on a
volume basis. It would be nice it Disk
Quotas could globally limit disk space
usage on an enterprise level. Maybe
Windows 2002 will provide this feature.

If you have any questions or comments on
this material, or have suggestions for future
topics, please feel free to send email to
johnj@fast.net.
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